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COMPUTERBASE LEARNING IN PENCAK SII.AT
(COMPRtsHENSIF LEARNING PERSPECTTYES)

By
Nur Rohmah Muktiani

Y o g y akart s S t cft e Univ er sitg

ABSTRACT
Pencak Si/af is a martial sAstem bequeathed by the ancestors as a national culture of Indonesia, The
entry of pencak silat into higher education curriculum make it the great achieuement and expected
quatity of learning process uithin. To make qualified learning process determining by uarious

jactor:s. The existence of systemic linkages and synergy between the lecturers, students, materials,
media, facilities, and learning sAstems, come together in q learning process, I'ecturers are able to
facilitate learning, releuant curt"iculum, learning resources that able to provide a uariety of stimuli,
make the fun atrnosphere, interesting, challenging, and meaningfuI are essential to achieuing quality
learning process. tltilizqtion of multimedia computer-based learning earried ouf is one wctll to
further improue the quality of the learning process of pencak silat. Thus, PBKs help soluing the
eisting problems. Bg using a computer assisfed multimedia able for creating uarious turt, image,
audio, uideo, animstion and make the link benueen programs required sfudenfs to understand the
material.

Keywords: PBK, Leerning, Pencak silat

INTRODUCTION
Pencak silat is a self - defense system inherited by ancestor as an Indcnesian culture which

needed to be remained, established, and developed. Pencak silat consists of aspects: art, selt'- defense,
sport, and mental-spiritual. They become a unity based on believed - principle, it has a unique
character. By its uniqueness, it is different from other kinds of self-de1'ense. Pencak silat in curriculum.
is as an effort to introduce it to the next generation. It's not about pencak silat develop.nent and
guiding, but it is for Indonesian importance in general. FIK students as sport practitioners are right
target in pencak silat establishment to apply their skill and l<nowledge to their students. General
understanding sees that FIK graduation always has knowiedge skill in all sport, whether in athletic,
pym, swimming, games, self-defense especially pencak silat. It's aimed the students to learn about all
sport unexpected pencak silat.

PENCAK SII.AT LEARNING
There are some factors in the qualified learning of pencak silat. A systematic and synergy link

among lecturer, student, material, facility, and learning system become one leatning process, relevance
curricuium, teaching material consisting of various stimulation, enjoyable atmosphere, interesting,
challenging, and full of meaning is needed to reach a qualified learning. Maierial is accomplished using
right strategy based on the student characteristic. Student is a self - adult, the self - learning can be
applied beside the early competence of pencak silat is low. Learning consists of practical and theory.
Students should well understand about the history, technique, strategy, method and development
ltractical material consists of "basic posture, setup, step, step design, at'.ack, and def'ense" needs long
time to understand and to acquire. Good understanding in theory supports the learning practice,
Learning technology is good solution to overcome the learning problem. Learning technology is theory
and practical in design, developing, using, administer, and process & learning (Seels,r994: rr). Using
media - computer * in learning process can help the mcssage accomplishment correctly, effectively,
and efficiently, create and enrich learning experience, and increase student's skill. It will redLrce the
lecturer burden in time and energy.

THE COMPUTER ROLE
Computer virtually serves responds to the learning resr.rlt of the students. It also saves and

manipulates needed - information. It cortains and displays various media. Heinic Molenda & ILussel
(rSS6) states that: " . . . it has ability to control and integrate a wide variety of media - stiil pictures,
graphics and moving images, as well as printed information. The computer can also record, analyze,
and react to the student responses that are typed on a keyboard or selected with a mouse." (p. zz8)

It is different from other technologies because it electronically serves information in digital not
as printed ore visual. Basically it appears information thrcugh monitor and finally used for learning.
One of complrter learning media is CAI (cornputer assisted instructional). It is a learning material or
learning activity using computer. Learning material is determined before, it will come benefit for
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graph add realism image and aim practice, laboratory activity, simulation, etc, (3) Fast self - respond
in student's learning activity resulting high endurance, (4) recording ability enables individual
teaching, individually instruction for all students, mainly for specialized students, add supervising
their learning progress continrrously, (S) Widely teacher supervision in line with information and
enable the supervision directly closer to students. Media is flexible to adapt the self learning speed.
Students will finish the learning activity based on their speed. It's different from conventional class
where teacher determines the learning specd. Student with fast speed get boring easily, and the lower
speed students feel that learning is faster to be followed.

LBC is flexible about place and time. Students must not arrive in certain place and time to
follow learning but every time and everyrwhere through multimedia. Townsend & Townsend (Snyder,
L9g6: rZ6) states that there are six benefits using LBC: Multimedra reaches tlie senses, which enhances
learning as it can be tailored to the learning style of individual; Multimedia encourages and validates
individual self expression by allowing students to decide how they assimilate information; Multimedia
gives a sense of ownership as ir"dividual students actually create what they learn; Multirnedia creates
an active, not passive, atmosphere for learning, which forces students into participation and
interaction with presented material; Multimedia acts as a catalyst for communication among the
student, and between students and instructors; The use of multimedia is already within the day to day
environr,rent of most individuals from automatic bank tellers, to video games and television and most
individual can relate to the technolory.

Reinhardt (Snyder, 1996: r79) identifies ways how computer increasing lcarning quality, they
are: Multimedia can boost curiosity, creativity, teamwork among participants, multimedia can change
the role of teacher from the traditional role of omniscient ruler to that of a tour guide, using
moltimedia can reinstall the apprenticeship model of learning, multimedia can increase access to
information, multimedia can provide a richer environment to penetrate "media overload, multimedia
can break down the wall of the classroom.

The most advantage of computer is its ability in presenting flexible material for students and
record, the students' progress at same time. Bower and hilgard (t986: 567) states that one great
advantage of the computer over other kinds of educational technology is that it: can provi le a very
flexible presentation of materials to the learner and keep track of the progress of a number of learners
at the same t imc.

Based on above opinions can be concluded that media has important rok: and determines the
success of a learning. The most excellent is computer. 'Ihe weakness of computer is development in
affectivity is still low. If the developing design is not good, it makes students frustrated to learn. For
teacher, the main disadvantage is only an adndnistrator from machine, he ignores his responsibility to
face the students. Woolfolk (1984: e68) states the weakness of computer is r) it is unable to give pride
to learners about their achievement because computer is oniy a machine; z) it has limitation in reading
it; 3) computer cannot select ways to interact with students; 4) computer does not teach practically
such as: half-fried, and taste tasty food; 5) need good software; and 6) need hardware. Button in
computer can be used to instruct in multimedia program. Multime<iia is not the only one determiner
the success of learning. There are learning motivation, social atmosphere, economic and family
education, iearning atmosphere, curriculum and teacher.

CONCLUSION
Effective learning needs good planning in media and others element. There are some factors in

the qualified learning cf pencak silat. A systematic and synerry link among lecturer, student, material,
facility, and learning liystem become one learning process, relevance curriculum, teaching material
consisting of various stimulation, enjoyable atmosphere, interesting, challenging, and full of meaning
is needed to reach a qualified learning. Variety of LBC needs to select computer learning as tutor. It
can enable learning by: serving material or developing interaction process between students and
material individually and in teamwork. It gives students information, interesting and planned well to
help them understand the material.
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